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IN ACTION

Problem Set

ALGEBRAIC TRANSLATIONS PROBLEM SET Chapter 1

Solve the following problems with the four-step method outlined in this section.

1. John is 20 years older than Brian. 12 years ago, John was twice as old as Brian. How
old is Brian?

2. Mrs. Smythe has two dogs, Jackie and Stella, who weigh a total of 75 pounds. If Stella
weighs 15 pounds less than twice Jackie's weight, how much does Stella weigh?

3. Caleb spends $72.50 on 50 hamburgers for the marching band. If single burgers cost
$1.00 each and double burgers cost $1.50 each, how many double burgers did he buy?

4. Abigail is 4 times older than Bonnie. In 6 years, Bonnie will be twice as old as Candice.
If, 4 years from now, Abigail will be 36 years old, how old will Candice be in 6 years?

5. United Telephone charges a base rate of$10.00 for service, plus an additional charge of
$0.25 per minute. Atlantic Call charges a base rate of $12.00 for service, plus an
additional charge of $0.20 per minute. For what number of minutes would the bills for
each telephone company be the same?

6. Ross is 3 times as old as Sam, and Sam is 3 years older than Tina. 2 years from now,
Tina will drink from the Fountain ofYouth, which will make her half as old as she was.
If after drinking from the Fountain, Tina is 16 years old, how old is Ross right now?

7. Carina has 100 ounces of coffee divided into 5- and lO-ounce packages. If she has 2
more 5-ounce packages than lu-ounce packages, how many 10-ounce packages does she
have?

8. Carla cuts a 70-inch piece of ribbon into 2 pieces. If the first piece is five inches more
than one fourth as long as the second piece, how long is the longer piece of ribbon?

9. In a used car lot, there are 3 times as many red cars as green cars. If tomorrow 12 green
cars are sold and 3 red cars are added, then there will be 6 times as many red cars as
green cars. How many green cars are currently in the lot?

10. Jane started baby-sitting when she was 18 years old. However, she only baby-sat
children who were, at most, half her age. Jane is currently 32 years old, and she stopped
baby-sitting 10 years ago. What is the current age of the oldest person that Jane could
have baby-sat?

11. If Tessie triples her money at blackjack and then leaves a ten-dollar tip for the dealer,
she will leave the casino with the same amount of money as if she had won 190 dollars
at roulette. How much money did Tessie take into the casino?
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12.

13.

14.

15.

Mehmet buys 3 pencils, 2 notebooks, and an eraser for 80 cents. At the same store,
Gloria buys 5 pencils, 5 notebooks, and an eraser for $1.45. Stan buys a pencil, a
notebook, and an eraser for 45 cents. What is the price of each item?

Andrew will be half as old as Larry in 3 years. Andrew will also be one-third as old as
Jerome in 5 years. If Jerome is 15 years older than Larry, how old is Andrew?

A circus earned $150,000 in ticket revenue by selling 1,800 V.LP. and Standard tickets.
They sold 25% more Standard tickets than V.LP. tickets. If the revenue from Standard
tickets represents a third of the total ticket revenue, what is the price of a V.LP. ticket?

8 years from now, the bottle of wine labeled 'Aged' will be 7 times older than the bottle
of wine labe1ed 'Table.' I year ago, the bottle of wine labeled 'Table' was one-fourth as
old as the bottle of wine labeled 'Vintage.' If the'Aged' bottle was 20 times older than
the 'Vintage' bottle 2 years ago, then how old is each bottle now?
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY ALGEBRAIC TRANSLATIONS SOLUTIONS Chapter 1

1. 32: Use an age chart to assign variables. Then
write equations, using the information given in the
problem:

12 years ago Now
John j - 12 j
Brian b -12 b

John is 20 years older than Brian:
j = b + 20

12 years ago, John was twice as old as Brian:
(j - 12) = 2(b - 12)

j - 12 = 2b - 24
j = 2b - 12

Combine the two equations by setting the two values for j equal to each other:
b + 20 = 2b - 12

b= 32

2. 45 pounds:
Letj = Jackie's weight
Let s = Stella's weight

The two dogs weigh a total of75 pounds:
j + s = 75

Stella weighs 15 pounds less than twice Jackie's weight:
s = 2j - 15

Combine the two equations by substituting the value for s from equation (2) into equation (l).
j+(2j-I5) 75

3j - 15 75
3j 90
j 30

Find Stella's weight by substituting Jackie's weight into equation (1).
30 + s 75

s 45

3.45 double burgers:
Let s = the number of single burgers purchased
Let d = the number of double burgers purchased

Caleb bought 50 burgers:
s +d 50

Caleb spent $72.50 in all:
s + 1.5d = 72.50

Combine the two equations by subtracting equation (l) from equation (2).
s + l.5d 72.50

.5d= 22.5
d 45
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IN ACTION

Problem Set

RATIOS PROBLEM SET Chapter 3

Solve the following problems, using the strategies you have learned in this section. Use pro
portions and the unknown multiplier to organize ratios.

1. 48:2x is the equivalent of 144:600. What is x?

2. x:15 is the equivalent ofy to x. Given that y = 3x, what is x?

3. 2x:y is the equivalent of 4x:8500. What is y?

4. 8:x2 is the equivalent of 56:252. What is x?

5. 90:x is the equivalent of 3x2:~. What is x?

6. Brian's marbles have a red to yellow marble ratio of 2:1. If Brian has 22 red marbles,
how many yellow marbles does Brian have?

7. Initially, the men and women in a room were in the ratio of 5:7. 6 women leave the
room. If there are 35 men in the room, how many women are left in the room?

8. Initially, the men and women in a room were in the ratio of 4:5. Then, 2 men entered
the room and 3 women left the room. Then, the number of women doubled. Now there
are 14 men in the room. How many women are currently in the room?

9. It is currently raining cats and dogs in the ratio of 5:6. If there are 18 fewer cats than
dogs, how many dogs are raining?

10. The amount of time that three people worked on a special project was in the ratio of 2
to 3 to 5. If the project took 110 hours, how many more hours did the hardest working
person work than the person who worked the least? .

11. Alexandra needs to mix cleaning solution in the following ratio: 1 part bleach for every
4 parts water. When mixing the solution, Alexandra makes a mistake and mixes in half
as much bleach as she ought to have. The total solution consists of 27 ml. How much
bleach did Alexandra put into the solution?

12. Initially, there are 32 people in a room, with a ratio of 5 men for every 3 women. 18
men leave, and the number of women in the room then diminishes, so that the number
of women in the room is equal to twice the number of men in the room. In order to
have a 2:1 ratio of men to women in the room, how many more men must be added?

13. 3 machines have a productivity ratio of 1 to 2 to 5. All 3 machines are working on a job
for 3 hours. At the beginning of the 4th hour, the slowest machine breaks. It is fixed at
the beginning of hour seven, and begins working again. The job is done in nine hours.
What was the ratio of the work performed by the fastest machine as compared to the
slowest?
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1. In how many different ways can the letters in the word "LEVEL" be arranged?

Solve each problem by modeling the situation with an anagram. Remember to take repeated
letters into account by dividing by n!, where n equals the number of times the letter is repeated.

2. Amy and Adam are making boxes of truffles to give out as wedding favors. They have
an unlimited supply of 5 different types of truffles. If each box holds 2 truffles of
different types, how many different boxes can they make?

Chapter 4COMBINATORICS PROBLEM SETIN ACTION

3. A men's basketball league assigns every player a two-digit number for the back of his
jersey. If the league uses only the digits 1-5, what is the maximum number of players
that can join the league such that no player has a number with a repeated digit (e.g. 22),
and no two players have the same number?

Problem Set

4. The Natural Woman, a women's health food store, offers its own blends of trail mix. If
the store uses 4 different ingredients, how many bins will it need to hold every possible
blend, assuming that each blend must have at least two ingredients? (Also assume that
each bin can hold one and only one blend.)

5. A pod of 6 dolphins always swims single file, with 3 females at the front and 3 males in
the rear. In how many different arrangements can the dolphins swim?

6. A delegation from Gotham City goes to Metropolis to discuss a limited Batman
Superman partnership. If the mayor of Metropolis chooses 3 members of the 7-person
delegation to meet with Superman, how many different 3-person combinations can he
choose?

7. A British spy is trying to escape from his prison cell. The lock requires him to enter
one number, from 1-9, and then push a pair of colored buttons simultaneously. He can
make one attempt every 3 seconds. If there are 6 colored buttons, what is the longest
possible time it could take the spy to escape from the prison cell?

8. The New York Philharmonic is designing the liner notes for an upcoming CD release.
There are 10 soloists featured on the album, but the liner notes are only 5 pages long,
and therefore only have room for 5 of the soloists. The soloists are fighting over which
of them will appear in the liner notes, as well as who will be featured on which page.
How many different liner note arrangements are possible?

9. The principal of a high school needs to schedule observations of 6 teachers. She plans
to visit one teacher each day for a week, so she will only have time to see 5 of the
teachers. How many different observation schedules can she create?

10. A second grade class is writing reports on birds. The students' teacher has given them a
list of 6 birds they can choose to write about. If Lizzie wants to write a report that
includes two or three of the birds, how many different reports can she write?
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In This Chapter . . .

• "I" Is the Greatest Probability

• More than One Event: "AND" vs. "OR"

• The I - x Probability Trick

• The Domino Effect

• Tough Probability: list the Winning Scenarios

• Tough Probability: Use Counting Methods















IN ACTION

Problem Set

PROBABILITY PROBLEM SET Chapter 5

Solve the following problems. Express probabilities as fractions or percentages unless other
wise instructed.

I. What is the probability that the sum of two dice will yield a 4 or 6?

2. What is the probability that the sum of two dice will yield anything but an 8?

3. What is the probability that the sum of two dice will yield a 10 or lower?

4. What is the probability that the sum of two dice will yield a 7, and then when both
are thrown again, their sum will again yield a 7?

5. What is the probability that the sum of two dice will yield a 5, and then when both
are thrown again, their sum will yield a 9?

6. There is a 30% chance of rain and a 70% chance of shine. If it rains, there is a 50%
chance that Bob will cancel his picnic. What is the chance that Bob will have his picnic?

7. At a certain pizzeria, 1/6 of the pizzas sold in a week were cheese, and 1/5 of the
OTHER pizzas sold were pepperoni. If Zach bought a pizza from the pizzeria that
week, what is the probability that he ordered a pepperoni?

8. When a diver dives, there is a 20% chance of a perfect score. However, if a perfect
score is given out, the judges won't give out another. Janet is the third diver to dive.
What is the chance of Janet receiving a perfect score?

9. In a bag of marbles, there are 3 red, 2 white, and 5 blue. If Bob takes 2 marbles out of
the bag, what is the probability that he will have one white and one blue marble?

10. A florist has 2 azaleas, 3 buttercups, and 4 petunias. She puts two flowers together at
random in a bouquet. However, the customer calls and says that she doesn't want two of
the same flower. What is the probability that the florist doesn't have to change the
bouquet?

11. One week a certain vehicle rental outlet had a total of 40 cars, 12 trucks, 28 vans, and
20 SlJV's available. Andre and Barbara went to the vehicle rental outlet and chose 2
vehicles at random, with the condition that Andre and Barbara would not select two
the same type of (in other words, if one of them has an SUV, the other won't
take an SUV, so the second person doesn't even consider the SUV's). What is the
probability of the two vehicles, one of them is a car or a van?

12. Five A-list actresses are vying for the three leading roles in the new film, "Catfight in
Denmark." The actresses are Julia Robards, Meryl Strep, Sally Fieldstone, Lauren

Hallie that no actress has any advantage in getting
any role, what is the that Julia and Hallie will star in the film together'!
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OVERLAPPING
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In This Chapter . . .

• The Double-Set Matrix

• Overlapping Sets and Percents

• Overlapping Sets and Algebraic Representation

• 3-Set Problems: Venn Diagrams















IN ACTION

Problem Set

OVERLAPPING SETS PROBLEM SET Chapter 7

1. X and Y are sets of integers. X IY denotes the set of integers that belong to set X or set
Y; but not both. If X consists of 10 integers, Y consists of 18 integers, and 5 of the
integers are in both X and Y, then X IY consists of how many integers?

2. All of the members of Gym 1 live in Building A or Building B. There are 350 members
of Gym 1. 200 people live in Building A across the street. 400 people live in Building
B. 100 people from Building A are members of Gym 1. How many people live in
Building B that do not belong to Gym I?

3. Of 28 people in a park, 12 are children and the rest are adults. 8 people have to leave at
3 pm; the rest do not. If after 3 pm, there are 6 children still in the park, how many
adults are still in the park?

4. Of 30 snakes at the reptile house, 10 have stripes, 21 are poisonous, and 5 have no
stripes and are not poisonous. How many of the snakes have stripes AND are
poisonous?

5. There are 30 stocks. 8 are volatile; the rest are blue-chip. 14 are tech; the rest are non
tech. If there are 3 volatile tech stocks, how many blue-chip non-tech stocks are there?

6. Students are in clubs as follows: Science - 20, Drama - 30, and Band - 12. No student is
in all three clubs, but 8 are in both Science and Drama, 6 are in both Science and Band,
and 4 are in Drama and Band. How many different students are in at least one of the
three clubs?

7. 40% of all high school students hate roller coasters; the rest love them. 20% of those
students who love roller coasters own chinchillas. What percentage of students love
roller coasters but do not own a chinchilla?

8. There are 26 students who have read a total of 56 books among them. The only books
they have read, though, are Aye, Bee, Cod, and Dee. If 10 students have only read Aye,
and 8 students have read only Cod and Dee, what is the smallest number of books any
of the remaining students could have read?

9. Scout candies come in red, white, or blue. They can also be hard or soft. There are 50
candies: 20 red, 20 white, and 10 blue. There are 25 hard and 25 soft. If there are 5
soft blue candies and 12 soft red candies, how many hard white candies are there?

10. Of 60 children, 30 are happy, 10 are sad, and 20 are neither happy nor sad. There are 20
boys and 40 girls. If there are 6 happy boys and 4 sad girls, how many boys are neither
happy nor sad?
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11. 10% of all-aliens are capable of intelligent thought and have more than 3 arms, and 75%
of aliens with 3 arms or less are capable of intelligent thought. If 40% of all aliens are
capable of intelligent thought, what percent of aliens have more than 3 arms?

12. There are three country clubs in town: Abacus, Bradley, and Claymore. Abacus has 300
members, Bradley 400, and Claymore has 450.30 people belong to both Abacus and
Bradley, 40 to both Abacus and Claymore, and 50 to both Bradley and Claymore. 20
people are members of all three clubs. How many people belong to at least 1 country
club in town?

13. There are 58 vehicles in a parking lot. 24 are trucks, 30 are cars, and the rest are some
other vehicle. 20 of the vehicles are red, 16 are blue, and the rest are some other color.
If there are 12 red trucks in the parking lot, 5 blue trucks, and 4 red cars, what is the
largest possible number of blue cars in the parking lot?

14. The 38 movies in the video store fall into the following three categories: 10 action, 20
~drama, and 18 comedy. However, some movies are classified under more than one

category: 5 are both action and drama, 3 are both action and comedy, and 4 are both
drama and comedy. How many action - drama - comedies are there?

15. There are 6 stores in town that had a total of 20 visitors on a particular day. However,
only 10 people went shopping that day; some people visited more than one store. If 6
people visited exactly two stores each, and everyone visited at least one store, what is
the largest number of stores anyone could have visited?
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STRATEGIES FOR
DATA SUFFICIENCY



In This Chapter . . .

• Rephrasing: Translating \Vords into Algebra

• Sample Rephrasings for Challenging Problems







At the very end of this book, you will find lists of WORD TRANSLATIONS problems that have
appeared on past official GMAT exams. These lists reference problems from The Official Guide for
GMAT Review, 11th Edition and The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review (the questions con
tained therein are the property of The Graduate Management Admission Council, which is not affiliated
in any way with Manhattan GMAT).

DATA SUFFICIENCY REPHRASING EXAMPLES

Rephrasing: Challenge Short Set

Chapter 8

As you work through the Data Sufficiency problems listed at the end of this book, be sure to focus on
rephrasing. If possible, try to rephrase each question into its simplest form before looking at the two
statements. In order to rephrase, focus on figuring out the specific information that is absolutely neces
sary to answer the question. After rephrasing the question, you should also try to rephrase each of the
two statements, if possible. Rephrase each statement by simplifying the given information into its
most basic form.

In order to help you practice rephrasing, we have taken the most difficult Data Sufficiency problems on
The Official Guide problem list (these are the problem numbers listed in the "Challenge Short Set" on
page 123) and have provided you with our own sample rephrasings for each question and statement. In
order to evaluate how effectively you are using the rephrasing strategy, you can compare your
rephrased questions and statements to our own rephrasings that appear below. Questions and statements
that are significantly rephrased appear in bold.
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OFFICIAL GUIDE
PROBLEM SETS



In This Chapter . . .

• Word Translations Problem Solving List

from TheCfficiolGuides

• Word Translations Data Sufficiency List

from TheCfficiolGuides



OFFICIAL GUIDE PROBLEM LISTS

Practicing with REAL GMAT Problems

Chapter 9

Now that you have completed your study of WORD TRANSLATIONS it is time to test your skills on
problems that have actually appeared on real GMAT exams over the past several years.

The problem sets that follow are composed of questions from two books published by the Graduate
Management Admission Council® (the organization that develops the official GMAT exam):

The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 11th Edition &
The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review

These two books contain quantitative questions that have appeared on past official GMAT exams. (The
questions contained therein are the property of The Graduate Management Admission Council, which
is not affiliated in any way witb Manhattan GMAT.)

Although the questions in the Official Guides have been "retired" (they will not appear on future offi
cial GMAT exams), they are great practice questions.

In order to help you practice effectively, we have categorized every problem in The Official Guides by
topic and subtopic. On the following pages, you will find two categorized lists:

(1) Problem Solving: Lists all Problem Solving WORD TRANSLATION questions contained in The
Official Guides and categorizes them by subtopic.

(2) Data Sufficiency: Lists all Data Sufficiency WORD TRANSLATION questions contained in The
Official Guides and categorizes them by subtopic.

Note: Each book in Manhattan GMAT's 7-book preparation series contains its own Official Guide lists
that pertain to the specific topic of that particular book. If you complete all the practice problems con
tained on the Official Guide lists in the back of each of the 7 Manhattan GMAT preparation books, you
will have completed every single question published in The Official Guides. At that point, you should
be ready to take your Official GMAT exam!
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Chapter 9 OFFICIAL GUIDE PROBLEM SOLVING SET

Problem Solving
from The Official Guidefor GMAT Review, u" edition (pages 20-23 & 152-186) and The
Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review (pages 62-85)

Note: Problem numbers preceded by "DO' refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 11th edition (pages 20-23).

Solve each of the following problems in a notebook, making sure to demonstrate how you
arrived at each answer by showing all of your work and computations. If you get stuck on a
problem, look back at the WORD TRANSLATIONS strategies and content contained in this
guide to assist you.

CHALLENGE SHORT SET
This set contains the more difficult word translation problems from each of the content areas.

11th edition: D6, D14, 64, 87,170,182,193,200,208,212,217,218,223,224,239
Quantitative Review: 23, 87, 119, 129, 130

FULL PROBLEM SET
Algebraic Translations

u» edition: 24,47, 74, 91, 92, 140, 153,200,210
Quantitative Review: 17,23,62,76,127,131

Rates and Work
u» edition: 19,25,82,87, 103, 126, 154, 185,223
Quantitative Review: 14,20,21,35,87,90, 119, 130, 136, 140

Ratios
u» edition: 18,50,52,61,63, 73, 76, 97, 106, 118, 163, 168, 170, 181, 193, 196
Quantitative Review: 71, 82

Combinatorics & Probability
u» edition: D7, 10,64, 121, 135, 173, 195,217,231
Quantitative Review: 80, 132, 151

Statistics
11th edition: D9, 11,54,65,68,93, 101, 119, 132, 149, 182, 186,203,208,212,218,224
Quantitative Review: 30, 59, 63, 70, 84, 129, 1 148, 157, 161

Overlapping Sets
edition: D6, D14,

Quantitative Review: 16
169, 166, 1 214,239

122

Miscellaneous (Graphs, Computation, and Non-Standard Problems)
Solve by charting, drawing pictures, and employing logical reasonmg.

edition: 1,27, 95, 1 6, 141
Quantitative Review: 105, 126, 168
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OFFICIAL GUIDE DATA SUFFICIENCY SET Chapter 9

Data Sufficiency
from The Official Guide for GMAT Review, ]]/h edition (pages 24-25 & 278-290) and The
Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review (pages 149-157).

Note: Problem numbers preceded by "D" refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, ]]/h edition (pages 24-25).

Solve each of the following problems in a notebook, making sure to demonstrate how you
arrived at each answer by showing all of your work. If you get stuck on a problem, look back
at the WORD TRANSLATIONS strategies and content contained in this guide to assist you.

Practice REPHRASING both the questions and the statements. The majority of data sufficiency
problems can be rephrased; however, if you have difficulty rephrasing a problem, try testing
numbers to solve it.

CHALLENGE SHORT SET
This set contains the more difficult word translation problems from each of the content areas.

11/h edition: D27, D29, D46, 68, 79, 82, 94, 120, 155
Quantitative Review: 29, 38, 50, 65, 71, 99, 107, 112

FULL PROBLEM SET
Algebraic Translations

11/h edition: D27, 53, 73, 92, 98, 100, 115, 155
Quantitative Review: 12, 17,26,27,29,81,93,104

Rates and Work
11/h edition: 19,33,63,79,81,93
Quantitative Review: 38,47,54,69

Ratios
11/h edition: 2, 95, 130, 138
Quantitative Review: 11,24,31,50,65,74

Combinatorics & Probability
11/h edition: 10,82

Statistics
edition: D3l, 032, D43, D46, 104,1 141

Quantitative Review: 4,71,97,99,107,112

Overlapping Sets
edition: 029, 034, D47, 49,90,94

Quantitative Review: 10, 62

Miscellaneous (Graphs, Computation, and Non-Standard Problems)
13, ,87 106

Ouantuattve Review: 8
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